CREDIT FUNCTIONS
KEY FUNCTIONALITY

The list below reflects key functionality for an area of interest on the Bloomberg Professional® service. Press the <Menu> key on the Bloomberg keyboard from any function to browse related tools. Press the <Help> key once from a function to learn more about what it does and how to use it.

>CREDIT NEWS FUNCTIONS
Credit News
Bloomberg Intelligence Credit News
Credit News Functions
Key Debt News
F. I. Asset Type News
Fixed Income Report
Fixed Income Subject

> PRE-MADE CREDIT MONITORS
CDS Index Monitor
CDS Movers
Credit Index/Equity View
Fixed Income Credit Monitor
Ratings Changes
Sovereign CDS Monitor
TRACE Activity
World Bond Markets
World Bond Movers

> FIXED INCOME CREDIT FUNCTIONS
Bloomberg Valuation
Bond Description
Credit Comparable Analysis
Capital Structure
Yield Curve Finder
Custom Yield Curve Builder
Debt Distribution
FI Worksheet
Bloomberg Default Risk
FI Relative Value
Bond/Loan Search
Comparable Bond Analysis
New Issue Analytics
CDS Historical Term Structure
Yield Curves

> MORE FIXED INCOME CREDIT FUNCTIONS
NI CREDIT
NI BICRED
NI CREDITKEY
NI DEBTKEY
NI FIASST
NI FIRPT
NI FISUB

> NEWS ON BLOOMBERG
鳍 GCDS

> COMPANY AND SOVEREIGN DEFAULT RISK
Bloomberg Default Risk DRSK*

> BLOOMBERG BOND INDICES
Bloomberg World Bond Indexes WBIX
Bloomberg Bond Index Finder BNDX

*Denotes a single-security function
**Denotes a multiple-security function